We have featured several DIY greenhouse tutorials in the past, from a quite expensive barn style greenhouse through to a cheap plastic sheet greenhouse. This tutorial from 'Alberta Home Gardening' is the first tutorial for a very big greenhouse though. You could easily grow enough tender fruit and vegetables in a greenhouse of this size to feed the whole family. This greenhouse
is the ideal size for a family homestead.

This DIY greenhouse is 12' by 32' and the total cost came in at under $400. $400 is a lot of money, but to purchase a greenhouse like this would cost $3000+, and a greenhouse of this size will allow you to grow a whole range of crops in large quantities. If you are serious about growing enough food for your family, I highly recommend getting a greenhouse around this size. Check out the awesome step-by-step tutorial below.

DIY Huge & Inexpensive Hoop-Style Greenhouse
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